DOUBLEGUARD™ METAL MESH
CUT RESISTANT GLOVE
5 FINGER STAINLESS STEEL MESH GLOVE

STYLE# USM1105 (XS-XXL)

STYLE# USM1107 (XS-XXL)

Made in the USA!
REVERSABLE!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Style # USM 1105 have A Color coded band for easy size identification.
XXS – yellow, X-Small-gray, Small-white, medium-red, large-navy blue, Xlarge-green, XX-large-brown.
Style # USM1107: All metal mesh with 4 snaps for correct wrist adjustment.
Stainless steel tag attached to each glove for size identification.
STAINLESS STEEL wire construction, FOR MAXIMUM CUT RESISTANCE.
Sizes XX-Small through X-Large available. (XXL upon request)
Reversible for use on either hand.
Additional styles available. Call for style and specifications.
DISIGNED FOR THE FOOD SERVICE and food processing Industries’.
COMFORT FIT TECHNOLOGY FOR INCREASED DEXTERITY AND comfort.
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metal mesh hand, arm & body
protection
MESH GLOVES
Gloves come in standard sizes XXS through XXL; custom sizes can be special ordered. Straps
are color coded by size—yellow for XXS, grey for extra small; white for small; red for medium;
blue for large; green for extra large and brown for XXL.
USM 1005- Three finger reversible wrist length mesh glove with sewn on polypropylene strap
and fully adjustable snap closure.
USM 1105- Five finger reversible wrist length mesh glove with side slit for quick on and off,
sewn on polypropylene strap and fully adjustable snap closure. This is the basic economy
stainless steel glove used in poultry processing, fast food and restaurant operations, supermarkets
and delis and textile/garment industries.
USM 1107- All metal five finger ambidextrous wrist length mesh glove. The polypropylene
straps are replaced by a metal snap configuration that provides multiple adjustment locations.
USM 1205- Five finger reversible fully enclosed wrist length mesh glove with a replaceable
polypropylene strap and fully adjustable buckle closure. This glove is the next step up in
protection and helps heavy use plants minimize repair costs. The hand is fully enclosed in mesh
and the replaceable strap is inserted in a 1 inch mesh channel, providing additional and better
protection than the open slit USM 1105. US Mesh has also realigned the opening of the mesh
channel that holds the replaceable strap to give the wearer greater leverage and make it easier to
adjust the strap with one hand. Our repair experience and plant surveys indicate that over 50% of
repairs of the basic 5 finger glove with a sewn on strap are because of problems with the strap,
not the mesh. If the average cost of a glove repair is $10 and at least half the repairs are not
necessary, plants waste at least $5 every time they send a glove back for repair.
USM 1305- Five finger reversible fully enclosed extended cuff mesh glove with two
replaceable polypropylene straps, each with a fully adjustable buckle closure. The extended
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cuff provides 3 more inches of mesh than the fully enclosed wrist length glove (USM 1205) and
4 inches more mesh than the USM 1105. This glove is the primary glove used in the beef, pork
and lamb processing industry. US Mesh has made a number of improvements to the extended
cuff glove. 1) The mesh channel opening has been realigned from the back of the hand to the
side to give the wearer easier access to the strap and more leverage to adjust the strap with one
hand. This repositioning also makes it easy to feed the strap in the mesh channel after tightening,
leaving very little of the strap exposed. 2) The mesh loop that holds the wrist strap has been
moved from the palm to just below the thumb, making it easier for the wearer to tighten the
glove around the wrist and reducing the length of the ”tail” once the strap is tightened. 3) The
mesh channel used to be joined to the glove on the outside. By now joining it on the inside, the
glove join is continuous and smooth when the glove is in the left hand configuration (the vast
majority of users wear the glove on the left hand).

MESH APRONS
USM 2065- Mesh apron -20 inches wide by 25 inches long with two adjustable elastic back
straps and one adjustable elastic waist strap.
USM 2105- Mesh apron 20 inches wide by 34 inches long with two adjustable elastic back
straps and one adjustable elastic waist strap.
USM 2205- Mesh apron 26 inches wide by 34 inches long with two adjustable elastic back
straps and one adjustable waist strap.
USM 2305- Mesh apron 26 inches wide by 40 inches long with two adjustable elastic back
straps and one adjustable waist strap.
All aprons can be ordered in a split leg version. Aprons can be custom sized to end user request.
Please call for a quote for non-standard items.
A set of three replacement elastic straps can be purchased as USM 9021 (21” straps for aprons
20” wide or less) or USM 9024 (24” straps for aprons 26” wide).
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MESH SLEEVES
Mesh sleeves are ordered by size; standard sizes are XS-XL; custom sizes can be special ordered.
Sleeves are fully reversible and come with a ¾ inch sewn-on polypropylene strap at the cuff and
a snap closure with two snaps 1 ½ inches apart to allow for adjustment.
USM 3105- Mesh single sleeve with 1 inch wide adjustable elastic strap.
USM 3205- Mesh double sleeve with 3 inch wide polypropylene webbing harness

MESH GARMENTS
USM 3315- Mesh t-shirt with double sleeve. This item provides an easy on/easy off one piece
double sleeve garment that covers the shoulders and extends 12 inches on both the front and back
side to cover the breast bone in front and shoulder blades in back.
USM 3311- Mesh t-shirt with single sleeve.
USM 4205- Full body mesh tunic with two sleeves and 48 inch coverage on both front and
back
USM 4005- Full body mesh tunic without sleeves
Garments can be specially designed and sized to suit your requirements. We have made single
piece garments with double sleeves, shoulder protection, apron fronts ranging from 30 inches to
a full 48 inches and backs ranging from 6 inches (just enough to keep the garment from biting
into the neck) to full 48 backs. Sleeve closures range from the standard sewn-on polypropylene
strap to a replaceable strap in a mesh channel (like that in the 1205 glove) to an all metal snap
configuration that eliminates the polypropylene strap.
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